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Question #:1

Identify the reasons associated with the Homogeneous system copies?

There are 2 correct answers to this question

System move for multiple component

System move into or out MCOD Configuration

System move (hardware change)

System move into single database

Answer: B C

Question #:2

Which options are available in the ABAP package splitter?

There are 2 correct answers to this question

Move tables larger than a certain size into separate packages

Limit the number of packages that are created

Group tables using the same size class into the same package

Insert tables from a provided list into individual packages

Answer: A D

Question #:3

What information does a DDL<DBS>.TPL file contain?

There are 3 correct answers to this question

Truncate SQL template for selectively removing split table data

Keyword for exporting data either sorted or unsorted

SQL templates for creating tables, Indexes and views

List of tables to be created without primary keys or secondary indexes

Instruction to create primary keys before or after data load
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Answer: B C E

Question #:4

The JMIGMON network configuration is useful in environments, where file systems can be shared between
source and target system. What are these systems? *

There are 2 correct answers to this question

Edit System

Importing System

Exporting System

Create System

Answer: B C

Question #:5

Which of the following is not a support tool for ABAP system copies?

Please choose the correct answer

SMIGR

PACKAGE SPLITTER

TABLE SPLITTER

MIGCHECK

Answer: A

Question #:6

Which program is started by SAPINST to export an ABAP system?

Please choose the correct answer.

MIGCHECK

DIPGNTAB

MIGMON

R3LOAD
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Answer: C

Question #:7

Which of the following option is not a PERL-Based Package Splitter?

Please choose the correct answer

Available since release 4.6B, used up to NetWeaver '04

Requires pearl version 5 or higher

Backward compatible up to 5.0B

Backward compatible up to 4.0B

Answer: C

Question #:8

Which files does the JPKGCTL tool create?

There are 2 correct answers to this question

splitrules.txt

<PACKAGE>.xml

Jsplitter_cmd.properties

sizes.xml

Answer: B D

Question #:9

How do you activate the trace option for the R3SZCHK program?

Please choose the correct answer.

Set environment variable R3SZCHK_TL=<1...4>

Call R3S2CHK with parameter -TL=<1...4>

Call R3S2CHK with parameter -TRACE_LEVEL=<1.. A>

Set environment variable R3S2CHK_TRACE_LEVEL=<1 4>
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Answer: A

Question #:10

Which of the following cases does not support a R3LOAD homogeneous or heterogeneous system copy of
SAP systems in R3LOAD Restrictions?

There are 2 correct answers to this question

The Operational Table Conversion (OTC) has been started

The Incremental Table Conversion (ICNV) has been started

The PREPARE phase of an upgrade has been started

The REPARE phase of improvement has been started

Answer: B

Question #:11

Give Reasons for - During a homogeneous or heterogeneous R3LOAD system copy, tables may be moved
unintentionally from one database storage unit to another.

There are 2 correct answers to this question

Older SAP System Releases were installed with slightly different table locations than subsequent
releases

Some tables were assigned to TABMATs of other database storage units

ABAP Dictionary parameters were arranged after the customer had re-distributed the tables

R3LOAD always creates tables and indexes in locations obtained from the ABAP Dictionary

Answer: A D

Question #:12

Which of the following option is not a Technical characteristic of the ABAP Dictionary?

Please choose the correct answer

Each table type belong to a certain database storage unit

Different table types can be saved in the same database storage unit

Tables are generally assign to a table type
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Large table type cannot be saved by storage unit

Answer: D

Question #:13

Which of the following is not an Initial extent sizes for .EXT Calculation?

Please choose the correct answer.

Target

Primary index

Table

Secondary index

Answer: A

Question #:14

The R3L0AD tool aborted during a system copy import. Flow are the entries adjusted when you merge the
task files?

There are 2 correct answers to this question

'xeq1 entries from the TSK file are saved as 'Ign1 in the TSK file

'ok' entries from the TSK file are saved as 'ok' in the TSK file

'xeq entries from the TSK BCK file are saved as 'err in the TSK file

'ok' entries in TSK BCK are saved as 'xeci in the TSK file

Answer: B C

Question #:15

What kind of information can be found in a R3LOAD *.STR file?

There are 3 correct answers to this question

Primary key fields

Initial extent values of tables




